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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate African Generation Y students’ mobile advertising usage in the South African context. In South Africa, the African Generation Y cohort represents the largest portion of the Generation Y (individuals born between 1986 and 2005) cohort, and the potential future earning power and influential role of those who have a tertiary education, makes African university students a particularly attractive target market. A convenience sample of 600 African students across three South African registered public higher education institutions (HEIs), situated in the Gauteng province, was taken. Self-administered questionnaires, designed to measure African Generation Y students’ mobile advertising usage, were hand delivered to the students during class time at each of the three campuses. The data collected was analysed using a descriptive statistical analysis. The findings suggest that although African Generation Y students are not willing to receive mobile advertisements on their phones on a daily basis, they do make use of mobile advertising, although the frequency and degree they read the mobile advertisement messages they receive varies considerably. This study contributes to the practice of marketing by assisting marketers in the understanding these African Generation Y students’ mobile advertising usage, which will aid in developing appropriate mobile advertising strategies for reaching this cohort.
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1. Introduction

Africa is viewed as the next major market for mobile advertising, especially countries such as South Africa, Nigeria and Algeria that have particularly high mobile penetration rates (Magubane, 2013). The significant increase in mobile usage in South Africa has driven this increase in the level of mobile advertising in the country, which, in 2013, remained dominated by short message service (SMS) advertising (Effective Measure, 2014). As South African consumers increasingly use their mobile phones to do price comparisons prior to shopping, so the reach and volume of mobile advertising is becoming more effective (Magubane, 2013).

In comparison to conventional advertising, where consumers often receive advertisements for products and services that they are not interested in, the capabilities of mobile terminals provide marketers with a tool to address consumers individually. It also allows marketers to analyse their call patterns in order to send target-orientated and personalised advertisements to target consumers’ mobile phones (Tsang, Ho & Liang, 2004; Bulander, Decker, Schiefer & Kolmel, 2005; Lee, Lee, Lee, Kim & Lee, 2006; Carroll, Barnes, Scornavacca & Fletcher, 2007).

Lee et al. (2006) point out that because of the different mobile advertising formats available and the rapid rate at which these are developing, the mobile platform is emerging as an interactive media, which, if implemented correctly, will enable marketers to target specific audience groups and provide instant feedback as to whether or not the message was successful in attracting a consumer. This suggests that mobile advertising is a highly targeted form of advertising, as well as a two-way dialogue between the brand and consumer, which may assist in building a personal relationship between the two.

A mobile advertisement may be presented in a text, image, message, link, video or audio format, which may be posted in a variety of advertisement spaces on mobile devices based on selected advertisement templates and spaces. This allows consumers who receive these mobile advertisements an opportunity to engage in discussions and transactions with marketers (Komulainen, Manela, Tahtinen & Ulkuniemi, 2007; Gao & Ji, 2008).
Okazaki and Taylor (2008) indicate that even though there has been a significant increase in the ownership of mobile devices, there is no guarantee that consumers will readily accept mobile advertising. Gao and Ji (2008) suggest that certain technical challenges exist, which significantly affect consumers’ acceptance of mobile advertisements. These technical challenges range from limited user interface, small screens, the absence of a full keyboard, as well as the low wireless Internet download speeds. As such, marketers need to create effective advertisements that are able to overcome these technical challenges.

Cleff (2007) and King and Jessen (2010) suggest that in order to ensure successful mobile advertising, and to provide more location-specific and personalised mobile advertisements, marketers need to profile consumers more precisely. This will allow for the creation of profiles, which could define and analyse consumers at any given time. With the use of profiling, marketers will be able to monitor when a consumer responds to a mobile advertisement, and update these profiles with the specific content related to a consumer’s actions at any given time, making the managing of consumer profiles an on-going process.

According to Hudson (2013), these consumer profiles may be created on both individual devices and multiple devices by making use of various criteria, such as user, platform and location. Citrix (2013) adds that with all the developments in mobile technologies and the significant increase in the ownership of mobile devices, consumers are now able to access their desktops and applications from almost any device or location, indicating the need for the profiling of consumers to ensure they receive a consistent experience every time.

Swallow (2010) explains that options such as SMS, multi-media messaging (MMS), wireless application protocol (WAP), search aids, videos, push notifications, rich media and mobile application display advertisements make the landscape of mobile advertising complicated. Therefore, if not implemented correctly, mobile advertising may become a burden to consumers (Cleff, 2007). As such, marketers must pay special attention to the relevancy and utility of mobile advertisements to ensure that they provide consumers with useful information, and in a way to save them both time and money based on their personal profiles, situations and locations (Merisavo, Kajalo, Karjaluoto, Virtanen, Salmenlavi, Raulas & Leppaniemi, 2007).

Mobile advertising has considerable potential to contribute to brand building, and when applied under the appropriate conditions, generates action and excitement (Okazaki & Taylor, 2008). The use of celebrity endorsers or reference groups may also be a good tool to increase the effectiveness and adoption of mobile advertising (Soroa-Kaura & Yang, 2010). Consequently, the success of mobile advertising largely depends on consumers’ receptiveness towards it and, at present, research indicates that in comparison to older generations, the youth are more accepting of mobile advertisements (Muk, 2007).

2. Growth in Mobile Advertising

Owing to the cost effectiveness and highly personalised nature of mobile advertising, more and more organisations are recognising the benefits of implementing a mobile advertising campaign as part of their advertising strategy (Peacock, 2011). Of those marketers using mobile advertising, 70 percent use text messages, 31 percent use video advertisements and 36 percent use mobile search. It is estimated that 45 percent of marketers intend on implementing mobile search in the near future, resulting in approximately 55 percent of all marketers re-evaluating their budgets and changing their focus to increasing mobile advertising expenditure (Stamford, 2011).

At the beginning of 2011 more than 23.2 billion mobile advertisement banners were delivered across the entire network, representing a 38 percent increase from the end of 2010 (Lai, 2011). By the third quarter of 2011, more than 33.6 billion advertisement banners were delivered across the entire network, which housed over 8 100 publisher sites, targeting over 300 million unique consumers per month (Pater, 2011). By the end of the first quarter of 2012, more than 45 billion advertisement banners had been delivered across the network, housing more than 10 000 publisher sites (GoMo News, 2012). The top 20 ranked mobile advertising countries generated approximately 79 percent of all these served mobile advertisement banners, with India, Indonesia, the United States, Korea and South Africa dominating the top five positions.

The introduction of smartphones into South Africa has seen the number of South African mobile Internet users significantly increase as a direct result of cheaper Internet access, which has provided marketers with an opportunity to create interactive mobile advertising campaigns (Pater, 2011). By the end of 2011, there were approximately 8.5 million Internet users in South Africa, with more than 2.48 million of these individuals primarily using their mobile phones to gain access to the Internet. This, combined with the more affordable smartphones and cheaper data rates, is believed to be the most influential force behind the significant growth in mobile advertising in South Africa (Joss, 2012).

The response rate for mobile advertising campaigns in South Africa ranges from between 10 percent to 25 percent
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...perform well in their jobs, and lead intense social lives (Sheahan, 2005; Schwalbe, 2009; Kane, 2012; Markert, 2004) identify Generation Y as all the individuals born between 1986 and 2005, which constitutes more than 70 million individuals. Being the first generation to have grown up in a world where computers, mobile phones, electronic devices and the World Wide Web have been integral elements of everyday life has led to these individuals thriving on technology and its innovations. With the use of laptops, mobile phones and a range of other mobile devices, electronic devices and the World Wide Web have been integral elements of everyday life.

Masote and Shevel (2012) add that due to the substantial growth in the youth market in South Africa there are now more sim cards and phone handsets per household. As such, mobile advertising is an effective avenue to this lucrative generation of young, urban and single consumers with substantial spending power (Baburajan, 2011).

As part of its strategy to move into multimedia and broadcasting, Vodacom, the market leader in South Africa’s cellular service provider industry, now sells text advertisements on its free call-back service, and banner advertisements on its mobile Internet portals. These text advertisements are believed to generate up to 20 million messages per day and are able to reach both high- and low-end markets. Banner advertisements will be sold on Vodacom4me and Vodafone Live, which reportedly draw approximately 1.4 million users per month. These advertisements will offer consumers an optional click-through to a mobile website, allowing them to decide if they want to engage further with the brand (France-Presse, 2013).

3. Generation Y

Kane (2012) and Markert (2004) identify Generation Y as all the individuals born between 1986 and 2005, which constitutes more than 70 million individuals. Being the first generation to have grown up in a world where computers, mobile phones, electronic devices and the World Wide Web have been integral elements of everyday life has led to these individuals thriving on technology and its innovations. With the use of laptops, mobile phones and a range of other gadgets, these individuals can be plugged in 24 hours a day, seven days a week, causing them to learn, process information at rapid speeds, perform well in their jobs, and lead intense social lives (Sheahan, 2005; Schwalbe, 2009; Schlitzkus, Schenarts & Schenarts., 2010; Kane, 2012; Ellis-Christensen, 2013).

Growing up in such a media saturated, brand conscious world has enabled these individuals to stay abreast of the rapid rate of technological and social change, which has led to the dubbing of them as the elusive new youth market segment. As such, organisations will need to embrace these individuals to ensure future success, highlighting the importance of connecting with this new generation of consumers on their own turf. This has created the need for marketers to rethink their advertising strategies and avenues geared towards these individuals (Wolburg & Pokrywczynski, 2001; Sheahan, 2005; Smith, 2012).

Although their resistance towards advertising efforts remains very similar to that of Generation X, the individuals of the Generation Y cohort respond differently towards the advertisements they receive (Wolburg & Pokrywczynski, 2001). These individuals prefer images and graphics as opposed to text, they crave interactivity, and are more responsive to personalised advertisements (Schwalbe 2009; Smith 2012). In addition, these individuals are visual and contextual, and process information on an emotional level, forming opinions about products and services been advertised based more on what the product or service can do and its appearance, rather than on what marketers say about the product or service (Aquino, 2012). Therefore, although this cohort plays an important role in the advertising economy, the degree of difficulty involved in communicating with this cohort poses a threat to the success of many organisations’ marketing efforts. This highlights the need for marketers to learn that it is not “how to reach consumers where they are” that is important, but rather “how to understand their mind-set and where they are going” (Martins, 2013).

Many organisations view the Generation Y cohort as a homogenous market segment; however, the literature indicates that it is more of a heterogeneous market segment (Foscht, Schloffer, Maloles & Chia 2009). Moreover, marketers are becoming aware that the purchasing habits of these individuals will have a significant impact in the years to come (Wolburg & Pokrywczynski, 2001). The purchasing behaviours of these individuals are very computer-oriented, which may suggest that by implementing and using digital media, organisations may create a more appealing overall image and product or service offering (Malarchy, 2006).

Owing to their short attention spans and strong desire for complete information, marketers need to ensure that advertising campaigns targeted at the Generation Y cohort do not prolong the facts in an attempt to create a sense of drama or omit information to generate mystery or consumer interest. Moreover, individuals in this cohort respond to advertisements that are “hip”, with “edgy statements that cut through media clutter and push the boundaries of style and...
taste” (Markiewicz, 2003). As such, marketers should gear their advertising strategies towards anything that appears to be "new, advanced and computerised" (Malarchy, 2006).

In 2013, approximately 38 percent of the South African population were categorised as forming part of the Generation Y cohort. In South Africa, the majority of this cohort (an estimated 83%) is made up of Africans, rendering the country’s African Generation Y cohort a significantly sized market segment (Statistics South Africa, 2013). Those African Generation Y members engaged in tertiary education represent an especially important segment, given that higher education often translates into higher future earning potential and a higher social status within a community (Bevan-Dye & Suruijlal, 2011). Studies that focus on students at tertiary institutions typically define them as individuals between the ages of 18 and 24 (Wolburg & Pokrywczynski, 2001; Steel, 2012).

In South Africa, African who are well educated, have well-paying occupations, and who are credit-worthy are labelled the Black Diamonds. In all likelihood, African Generation Y individuals with a tertiary education will one day become Black Diamonds (Herman, 2006; Comins, 2007). In the last eight years, the Black Diamond segment in South Africa has increased from 8 percent to 16 percent of the population segment, and its spending power has increased to R400 billion (Radebe, 2013). Black Diamonds are a group of individuals characterised by a certain amount of education, wealth, and other middle-class determining factors (Herman, 2006). Higher education levels, credit, black economic empowerment (BEE) and economic growth have all contributed to the growth in this African middle class (Radebe, 2013). Shevel (2013) indicates that in 2013, 95 percent of South Africa’s Black Diamonds owned a mobile device, which is a significant increase from the 65 percent in 2004. As future Black Diamonds, African Generation Y individuals engaged in tertiary education constitute an important segment to marketers in the South African market.

4. Methodology

4.1 Sample

The sample frame for this study constituted the 23 public registered higher education institutions (HEIs) in South Africa in 2013. From the original sampling frame, a non-probability judgement sample of three HEIs, located in the Gauteng province, was taken to narrow the sampling frame- one comprehensive university campus, one traditional university campus and one university of technology campus. The Gauteng province was selected over other provinces in the country because it comprises the largest share of the South African population. Approximately 12, 7 million people, equivalent to 24 percent of the South African population, live in Gauteng (Statistics South Africa, 2013).

A non-probability, convenience sample of 600 full-time undergraduate African Generation Y students was used to conduct the study. Lecturers at each of the three campuses were contacted and asked if they would allow the questionnaire to be distributed to their students during or after lectures. Once permission was obtained from the lecturer, a self-administered questionnaire was distributed to the full-time African Generation Y undergraduate students during or straight after class time at each of the three campuses.

4.2 Research instrument

In accordance with the objectives of the study, the questionnaire used included two sections namely Section A, which was designed to gather demographic data and Section B where three scales were used, to determine participants’ mobile advertising usage. These scales were designed to determine how often African Generation Y students were prepared to receive mobile advertisements (four items), how often they read these advertisements (five items) and how much of the advertisement they read (five items).

5. Results

Given that the completion of the questionnaire was voluntary, a relatively high response rate of 75.83 percent was achieved. Respondents ranged from 18 to 24 years of age. With the exception of the Northern Cape and the Western Cape, each of South Africa’s nine provinces was represented. The majority of respondents indicated their province of origin to Gauteng (57%), followed by Free State (11%). The sample contained more female respondents (61%) than male respondents (39%). Demographic information for respondents is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Sample description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Gauteng</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Free State</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limpopo</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mpumalanga</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Cape</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northern Cape</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Cape</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the demographic questions, the participants were asked three questions designed to determine their mobile advertising usage. The first question asked how often participants were willing to receive mobile advertisements. Of the participants, 75 percent indicated being willing to receive mobile advertisements less than once a day, 17 percent twice a day, 5 percent three times a day and 2 percent more than four times a day. African Generation Y students willingness to receive mobile advertisements is reported on in Table 2.

Table 2. Willingness to receive mobile advertisements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How often are you willing to receive mobile advertisements?</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than once a day</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twice a day</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three times a day</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than four times per day</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of the frequency African Generation Y students read the mobile advertisements they receive, 26.4 percent of the participants indicated that they ignore the mobile advertisements they receive, 37.6 percent read them occasionally, 4.2 percent read them after accumulating too many, 15.8 percent read them when they get time and 14.9 percent read them right away. These findings are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Frequency of reading received mobile advertisements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How often do you read the mobile advertisements you receive?</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ignore the mobile advertisements completely</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally read the mobile advertisements</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the mobile advertisements after accumulating too many of them</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the mobile advertisements when they get time</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the mobile advertisements right away</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regards to how much of mobile advertisements African Generation Y students read, 22 percent of the participants indicated that they read none of the mobile advertisement messages they receive, 35 percent indicated that they read about a quarter, 13 percent read about half, 5 percent about three-quarters, and 23 percent indicated that they read the whole mobile advertisement message. This information is summarised in Table 4.

Table 4. Degree to which mobile advertisements are read

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How much of your received mobile advertisements do you read?</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read none of the mobile advertisement message</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read about a quarter of the mobile advertisement message</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read about half of the mobile advertisement message</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read about three-quarters of the mobile advertisement message</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the whole mobile advertisement message</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to measure African Generation Y students’ mobile advertising usage. The findings suggest that the majority of African Generation Y students would be willing to receive mobile advertisement messages less than once a day, which suggests that excessive mobile advertising might result in irritation, which would negatively influence their attitudes towards mobile advertising. This may in turn negatively influence their attitudes towards the brand being advertised. As such, marketers need to balance the reach and frequency of their mobile advertising efforts carefully.

In terms of how often African Generation Y students read mobile advertisements, even though a significant number indicated they ignored them completely, over 70 percent indicated that they did read them, at least occasionally. In order to encourage readership of mobile advertisements, marketers need to endeavour to make these messages more interesting and relevant to this age cohort. They should also make use of the personalisation feature of mobile advertising and address the individual by name. In addition, given that the new mobile smartphones are typically equipped with a global positioning system (GPS), targeting consumers with location-based mobile advertisements may serve to make the message more relevant and valuable to its audience.

Whilst the vast majority of African Generation Y students indicated that they read at least a portion of the mobile advertisements that they receive, over 30 percent indicated that they read only a quarter of the message. This suggests that marketers should employ the same wisdom utilised for billboard advertising in their mobile advertising efforts – keep the message short. Furthermore, the findings suggest that marketers should make use of the primacy order effect and make their most important point or strongest argument at the start of the message in order to attract the attention of their target audience.

7. Limitations and Future Research

This study measured African Generation Y students’ mobile advertising usage. This study, like most studies, has certain limitations, which may present several future research opportunities. The first limitation is that the study made use of a non-probability convenience sampling method to conduct the survey. As such, care should taken when interpreting the study’s results. In addition, a single cross-sectional research design was used in this research study. Consequently, the research study’s findings lack the depth of a longitudinal study. Future research, in the form of a longitudinal study, would provide valuable information concerning any changes in the usage of mobile advertising by African Generation Y students. A second limitation of the study is that it only focused on African Generation Y individuals aged between 18 and 24. It would be interesting to determine younger African Generation Y members’ mobile advertising usage, as well as the level of usage by other generations alive today. Research focusing on the factors that determine the African Generation Y cohort’s attitude towards mobile advertising would be particularly valuable in uncovering the best way of using mobile advertising to target this segment.

8. Conclusion

In conclusion, the significant developments in and rapid adoption of mobile technologies have led to the development and introduction of mobile advertising, which has altered the world of marketing in many ways. The success of mobile advertising largely depends on consumers’ receptiveness towards it and, at present, research indicates that in comparison to older generations, the youth are more accepting of mobile advertisements. The current study expands on consumer mobile advertising usage by looking at the African Generation Y cohort within the South African context. As Generation Y consumers represent the future, it is important for marketers to understand these consumers’ mobile advertising usage in order to develop appropriate mobile advertising strategies. The findings of this study suggest that mobile advertising messages using the SMS format should be kept short and relevant, and that the strongest point in the message should be put first. In addition, there should be a careful balance concerning the reach and frequency of mobile advertisements.
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